Existence analysis of primal and dual evolution mixed variational inclusions is performed on the basis of duality principles, rendering primal and dual solvability equivalence, respectively. Via a fixed-point maximal monotone subdifferential resolvent characterization, corresponding existence results are established under a strong monotonicity condition for the time derivative-elliptic combined operator of the evolution variational inclusions, evoking the Banach fixed-point theorem. Similarly, stationary existence results are demonstrated, emphasizing the novelty of their evolutionary extension.
Introduction
The aim of this paper is to analyze the solvability of primal and dual evolution mixed variational inclusions, in a reflexive Banach functional framework. Toward this end, we first apply duality principles that render solvability equivalence with respect to corresponding primal and dual variational inclusions [2] . Then, existence results are established via a fixed-point maximal monotone subdifferential resolvent characterization, given in terms of a strongly monotone Lipschitz continuous preconditioning in conjunction with an exact penalization, evoking the Banach fixed-point theorem. In fact, this fixed-point resolvent approach is a natural one in the context of stationary variational inclusions as was proposed in [4] . Here, the extension of such a methodology to evolution inclusions, is performed under a strong monotonicity condition for the time derivative-elliptic combined operator of the problem. This is, in essence, the novelty and main contribution of the present work, inspired on [4] , as well as on the books [11, 9] . Similarly, corresponding stationary existence results are demonstrated, emphasizing the novelty of their evolutionary extension.
Applications of the theory are given in the sequel to abstract nonlinear constrained primal and dual evolution problems of a mechanical type.
Primal Evolution Mixed Variational Inclusions
For the stationary variational mixed framework of the theory, let V and Y * be primal and dual reflexive Banach spaces, with topological duals V * and Y , and let H and Z * denote their corresponding Hilbert pivot spaces; i.e., H and Z * being identified with their duals, V ⊂ H ⊂ V * and Y * ⊂ Z * ⊂ Y , with continuous and dense embeddings. Further, let Λ ∈ L(V, Y ) be the linear and continuous coupling operator of the mixed system, with transpose Λ T ∈ L(Y * , V * ), and let R(Λ) ⊂ Y and R(−Λ T ) ⊂ V * denote their range subspaces.
Moreover, as the evolution mixed functional framework of the theory, along the time interval (0, T ), with T > 0 fixed and arbitrary, let
, be the primal and dual evolution spaces, which are Banach and reflexive with topological duals
Then, introducing W = {v : v ∈ V, dv/dt ∈ V * } as a primal solution space, which endowed with the operator norm v W = v V + dv/dt V * turns out to be continuous and densely embedded in the H-valued continuous functions Hilbert space C(0, T ; H), with initial values set {v(0) : v ∈ W} = H [8] , the primal evolution mixed variational problem to be consider is stated as follows.
where ∂F : V → 2 V * and ∂G * : Y * → 2 Y stand for the evolution primal and dual maximal monotone subdifferentials of the system. Notice that the initial data is proposed to be as regular as
This condition will be indispensable for a resolvent fixed-point existence analysis approach, the central contribution of the paper.
For the qualitative analysis of primal evolution mixed problem (M), applying the composition duality methodology established in [2, 3] , we introduce the classical primal evolution compatibility condition
G : Y → ∪ {+∞} denoting the conjugate of the dual superpotential G * : Y * → ∪ {+∞}, under which the compositional result Λ T ∂G • Λ = ∂(G • Λ) holds true [7] . Then, since the convex duality relation Λu ∈ ∂G * (p * ) + g ⇐⇒ p * ∈ ∂G(Λu − g) is a direct consequence for the dual inclusion of the mixed problem, the following composition duality principle is readily obtained. Theorem 2.1 Let condition (C G,Λ ) be fulfilled. Then primal evolution mixed problem (M) is solvable if, and only if, the primal evolution problem
* is a solution of problem (M) then primal function u is a solution of problem (P) and, conversely, if u ∈ W is a solution of problem (P) then there is a dual function p
Next, we establish the fixed-point subdifferential primal existence result of this study.
Theorem 2.2 Under the primal monotone operator condition
V * is linearly strongly monotone; i.e., ∃ α > 0 :
problem (P) possesses a unique solution.
Proof. Taking advantage of the initial condition regularity (1), we can consider the primal evolution inclusion, with homogeneous initial data,
whose solvability, for s = u + u 0 , is clearly equivalent to that of problem (P). Moreover, we note that its time derivative operator, in the sense
is a linear densely defined maximal monotone operator (cf. [11] , Proposition 32.10). Thereby, we are able to apply a fixed-point subdifferential approach for existence analysis following [4] . Indeed, due to the monotonicity of the time derivative operator, we have that condition (C ∂F ) is equivalent to the combined primal operator similar condition
V * is linearly strongly monotone; i.e.,∃ α > 0 :
Then introducing an m-linearly strongly monotone and a-Lipschitz continuous operator M : V → V * , the equation of primal problem ( P) is expressed as an M-preconditioned augmented equation, with an exact penalization parameter r > 0, for s * ∈ A(s), by
Here
), which is a well defined 1/m-firm contraction [1] . Hence, primal problem ( P ) has the M-resolvent fixed-point problem interpretation
and by the Banach fixed-point theorem, problem ( P) has a unique solution since the 1/m-firm contraction resolvent property implies the contraction of the operator
Therefore, from primal existence Theorem 2.2 and the composition duality principle of Theorem 2.1, we can conclude the primal mixed existence result of the theory.
Corollary 2.3
Let conditions (C G,Λ ) and (C ∂F ) be satisfied. Then the mixed problem (M) is solvable, and its primal solution component is unique.
A primal evolution nonlinear constrained mixed problem
In this subsection, as an application of the theory, we present a primal evolution mixed variational constrained problem, which has been treated in [5, 6] for control evolution mixed inclusions.
where the primal subdifferential and right hand side term are defined and related to those of abstract problem (M) by
Here ∂ F : V → 2 V * is the evolution primal subdifferential of the system, ∂G * : Y * → 2 Y the dual subdifferential that models the dualized evolution distributed constraint in a spatial domain Ω ⊂ n , n ∈ {1, 2, 3}, with boundary ∂Ω, and ∂Ψ C : B ∂Ω C → 2 B * ∂Ω C the boundary subdifferential that imposes the primal constraint on the sub-boundary ∂Ω C ⊂ ∂Ω. Also, u ∈ B ∂Ω P and s * ∈ B * ∂Ω D are the primal and dual boundary values prescribed on the disjoint sub-boundaries ∂Ω P ⊂ (∂Ω\∂Ω C ) and ∂Ω D = (∂Ω\∂Ω C )\∂Ω P , respectively. Thereby, V * -primal variational equation may correspond to the constitutive or balance equation of the mechanical system under consideration, with incorporated essential and natural boundary conditions, and Y-dual subdifferential equation to a dualized variational model of the imposed interior constraint.
Hence, assuming that corresponding primal evolution compatibility condition (C G,Λ ) holds true, Theorem 2.1 applies and mixed problem (M cp ) solvability is equivalent to the solvability of its own primal constrained problem,
Moreover, if in addition the primal monotone operator condition (C ∂F ) is satisfied, Theorem 2.2 establishes that primal problem (P cp ) is uniquely solvable, and this, in accordance with Corollary 2.3, guarantees that constrained mixed problem (M cp ) has a solution with a unique primal component. We refer to [5, 6] for further details, as well as for variational primal operator properties that provide the H-classical regularity of the initial data.
Dual Evolution Mixed Variational Inclusions
For the dual part of the theory, we introduce as a dual solution space X * = {q * : q * ∈ Y * , dq * /dt ∈ Y}, endowed with the operator norm q * X * = q * Y * + dq * /dt Y , which is continuous and densely embedded in the Z * -valued continuous functions Hilbert space C(0, T ; Z * ), with initial values set {q * (0) : q * ∈ X * } = Z * [8] . Then the dual evolution mixed variational problem to be consider is the following.
Notice that in this case the evolution equation of the mixed system corresponds to its dual inclusion. Also, the proposed initial data is as regular as
restriction that, as for the primal theory, will be indispensable for a resolvent fixed-point existence analysis approach. Applying the composition duality methodology proposed in [2, 3] , the qualitative analysis of dual evolution mixed problem (M * ) follows via the classical dual evolution compatibility condition
where F * : V * → ∪ {+∞} is the conjugate of the primal superpotential F : V → ∪ {+∞}. Indeed, such a compatibility leads to the compositional result ∂( [7] , and the following composition duality principle is then obtained.
is solvable if, and only if, the dual evolution problem
Furthermore, the fixed-point subdifferential dual existence result of the theory can be achieved through similar arguments as in the previous primal section.
Theorem 3.2 Whenever the dual monotone operator condition
Y is linearly strongly monotone; i.e., ∃ α * > 0 :
is fulfilled, there is a unique solution to problem (D).
Thereby, from the composition duality principle of Theorem 3.1 and dual existence Theorem 3.2, the dual mixed existence result of the theory is concluded.
Corollary 3.3
Let conditions (C F * ,−Λ T ) and (C ∂G * ) be fulfilled. Then the mixed problem (M * ) is solvable, and its dual solution component is unique.
A dual evolution nonlinear constrained mixed problem
Proceeding next with a dual application of the theory, we consider a dual evolution mixed variational constrained problem, for which primal relations (4) are still in force.
In this case, as a mechanical interpretation of the problem, V * -primal variational equation may correspond to the variational model of imposed interior or distributed constraints, with incorporated boundary conditions and constraints, and Y-dual subdifferential equation to the constitutive or balance equation of the system. Then, under the corresponding dual evolution compatibility condition of Theorem 3.1, (C F * ,−Λ T ), the solvability of mixed problem (M * cp ) is equivalent to that of its own dual constrained problem,
Additionally, under the corresponding dual monotone operator condition of existence Theorem 3.2, (C ∂G * ), dual problem (D cp ) is uniquely solvable and, further, by Corollary 3.3 constrained mixed problem (M * cp ) has a solution with a unique dual component. In this dual case, we also refer to [5, 6] for further details, and for additional variational dual operator properties that guarantee the Z * -classical regularity of the initial data.
Stationary Mixed Variational Systems
We next proceed to analyze the stationary systems of the primal and dual evolution mixed variational problems (M) and (M * ). Toward this end, we interchange the evolution duality approach, in the sense that for the stationary primal mixed system we apply a dual duality principle, and for the stationary dual mixed system we apply a primal duality principle. This change of orientation is appropriate in the context of applied mechanical models.
Stationary primal mixed variational system
The stationary system of the primal evolution inclusion (M) is stated as
In accordance with the composition duality theory [1] , the coupling compatibility condition for primal mixed problem (M ) corresponds to the operator condition
which is equivalent to the lower boundedness of its transpose Λ ∈ L(V, Y ), and in turn equivalent further to the injectivity and closed range Λ-conditions [10] .
Hence, the primal equation of problem (M ), upon a convex dualization followed by a (C −Λ T )-compositional dualization, turns out to be such that [1] : 
For the existence analysis of dual stationary problem (D), we proceed as for the primal evolution inclusion (P), with V -regular initial data. That is, following [4] , we introduce the dual operator monotone condition
and characterize dual (D)-equation as a preconditioned and exactly penalized one, for p ∈ ∂G * (p * s ), by
Here M * : Y * → Y is an m * -linearly strongly monotone and a * -Lipschitz continuous operator, r * > 0 is an exact penalization parameter, and J
), a well defined 1/m * -firm contraction [1] .
Thereby, the dual problem (D) can be interpreted as an M
Stationary dual mixed variational system
Next let us consider the stationary system of the dual evolution inclusion (M * ), given by
For the qualitative analysis of this dual mixed problem, we have the primal compatibility condition
which is equivalent to the lower boundedness of the dual coupling transpose Λ T ∈ L(Y * , V * ), and this is in turn equivalent to the injectivity and closed range Λ T -conditions [10] . Then the (M * )-dual equation is characterized by convex and compositional dualization as Λu s ∈ ∂G * (p *
, where w gs ∈ V is a Λ-preimage of function g s . Hence the corresponding primal composition duality principle is concluded [1] . Theorem 4.5 Under condition (C Λ ), dual stationary mixed problem (M * ) has a solution if, and only if, the primal stationary problem
As for the existence analysis of the dual evolution inclusion (D), with Z * -regular initial condition, in accordance with [4] , a fixed-point subdifferential approach for the solvability analysis of primal problem (P ) follows via the monotone condition for its primal operator,
Indeed, introducing an m-linearly strongly monotone and a-Lipschitz continuous operator M : V → V * , the primal (P )-equation is expressed as an M -preconditioned augmented one, with an exact penalization parameter r > 0, for u * s ∈ ∂F (u s ), by Theorem 4.6 Under conditions (C Λ ) and (C ∂F ), primal problem (P ), equivalent to problem ( P ), is uniquely solvable.
Therefore, the stationary mixed variational existence result is then concluded from the composition duality principle of Theorem 4.5, and Theorem 4.6. 
and the following convergent proximal-point algorithm for primal problem ( P ) can be concluded,
Given u s 0 ∈ D(G • Λ wg s ) ⊂ V, known u s l , l ≥ 0, for u * s l ∈ F (u s l ), calculate u s l+1 :
